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Nixon-Chou Meeting Longer Than Expected
Pat Enjoys First Sightseeing
PEKING (U;t>I)- President
Nixon and Premier Chou En· Lai
conferred in strict secrecy for
three hours and 50 minutes
Tuesday as the governmept press
and Chinese people ~ as if on cue
from Mao Tse·Tung - suddenly
warmed to their search for
reconciliation.
.
Crowds gathered at Peking
newsstands to snatch up copies of
"People's Daily," which
blossomed with extensive articles
and photographs of the U.S.
President's visit. It hit the streets
while Nixon and Chou met during
the afternoon over a long, green
table in a salon of The Great Hall
of the People.
In the vast auditorium of the
same hall that evening, Nixon and
his wife, delighted by her first
sightseeing tour of the ancient
capital, received a standing
ovation at a two-hour
performance of a revolutionary
ballet, "Red Detachment of
Women."
Among their escorts, making
their first public appearance since
the Nixons arrived Monday, were
Chou's ailing wife, 'l'ing
Ying-Chao, and Chiang Ching,
Mao's wife and a _central figure in

the cultul'al revolutiou that shook
China in the late 1960s.
White Hou&e Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler smiled broadly as
he fend~d off all questions about
the substance of the second
extended session between Nixon
and Chou, referring newsmen to
the communique to be issued at
the end of the President's visit.
Taking part in the talks, held
under a huge painting depicting
the Red Army's famed 11 Long
March" in 1934-35, was Henry A.
Kissinger, the President's national
security affairs adviser. At the
same time, Secretary of State
William P. Rogers met separately
with Foreign Minister Chi
Peng-Fei for three hours.
Chou and Nixon arranged to
meet at the same hour (2 p.m.) on·
Wednesday- this time in Nixon's
guest house rather than at The
Great Hall of the People. Gerald
Warren, Nixon's Deputy Press
Secretary, said he had no idea
why the locatidn had been
changed.
Warren said Nixon spent
Wednesday morning working at
the guest house - conferring with
advisers and going over papers.
There was no indication when the

Pt<H>ident might have another
meeting with Communist Party
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung whom he
saw on Monday a short time after
his arrival in Peking.
The talks Tuesday, which Chou
has said he hoped would be "a
frank exchange of views between
our two sides to gain a clearer
notion of our differences and
make efforts to find common
grounds," lasted longer than the
anticipated two hours for each of
Nixon's sessions.
But the President had told
newsmen en route to China that
"I am prepared to participate in
the discussions as long as our
hosts want to participate in them.
We are leaving it totally flexible.
If we get into productive talks, we
are perfectly free to continue."
There was speculation that
Mao, the 7 8 - year· old
Communist party chairman who
apparently gave his blessing to the
Nixon mission in a 25-minute
private meeting only four hours
after the President arrived, will
confer with Nixon again Saturday
in Hangchow, the sea resort where
Mao maintains a summer home.
Meanwhile, the government·
controlled press, television and

radio, v,rhich had paid little
attention to the visit previously,
suddenly gave it a big splash on
Tuesday. A new atmosphere of
relaxation and friendliness marked
newsmen's contacts with
government press aides,
department store clerks and
passersby in the street,
Wall posters blazoned with
accounts of Nixon's meetings with
Chou. and Mao drew crowds along
main thoroughfares as the sunny
chill of the morning gave way to
Peking's afternoon haze ft:om
factory smokestacks.
News of the visit dominated the
first two and one-half pages of the
six-page "People's Daily." Seven
photographs, including a rare
front · page display, showed
Nixon beaming and shaking hands
with Mao, and sitting with
Kissinger in Mao's study.
Others showed the airport
welcome, Nixon reviewing tqe
honor guard with Chou, his first
formal meeting with Chou late
Monday and the banquet that
night. Pekir.tg television, carried
filmed accounts of Monday's
events.
0 n e Chinese official, in
explaining the delay in local

coverage, told UPI he assumed the
press had waited until Tuesday
''in order that our American
friends might have the
opportunity to publish the
pictures first in their papers."
The unprecedented Chinese
coverage of the visit made it clear
to American observers that Mao
and Chou became convinced after
their initial discussions Monday
that Nixon was sincere in his
desire to end 21 years of mutual
bitterness and find a formula for
closer understanding and
cooperation for stability and
ooace in Asia.
- (One Western diplomat in Hong
Kong said it also appeared the
Chinese wanted to put Mao's
stamp of approval on the visit
immediately to lay to rest any
doubts that some elements in
China might have about the
dramatic new turn in relations
between the two countries.)
Ms. Nixon, wearing a black •
belted, soft green jersey dress and
her blonde hair freshly coiffed,
toured the immaculate whitetiled kitchens of the Victorianstyle ·Peking Hotel during the~
morrtin.g, chatting with chefs
(Please turn io page 5)
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Meeting Has Smal~ Turnout
Revised Grievance Procedures
Only a handful of faculty members
attended a meeting yesterday to discuss
proposed changes to the disciplinary and
grievance procedures at UNM.
The changes, which were proposed by
the Regents' Committee on University
Governance, would establish a UNM
Faculty - Student Grievance Board and a
Faculty - Student Court.
The Grievance Board would "have
jurisdiction to hear complaints brought
by any member of the University
community" but would "hear only
grievances which allege that the
complainant has been injured by an
action or inaction which contravenes a
right guaranteed by the Regents'
Statement of Rights and Responsibilities
or a rule published in the UNM Code of
Conduct."
The Faculty - Student Court would
have "jurisdiction to hear a charge,
brought by the President of the
University or by a University official
authorized to act in his name, that any
member of the University community has
violated one or more of the specific rules
of conduct published in the UNM Code
of Conduct."
One of the first objections made to the
report was by Ernest Baughman,
professor of English, who claimed
students do not take as much interest in
grievance and disciplinary procedures as
the authors of the report thought they
did, and, therefore, their participation in
faculty disciplinary procedures is
questionable.
Baughman said the report mixes up
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Feminist Robin Morgan
Robin Morgan, one of the most volatile
atid outspoken contemporary feminists,
will speak Wednesday night at 8 at the
artthropology building.
Morgan has said in the past she is
uprepared to kill or die" for Women's
Liberatiort.
A 30-year·old editor of a popular
feminist anthology called "Sisterhood is
Powerful/' she has said she is now
working for a new kind of revolution that
excludes the ''male dominated
counterfeit far left."
A free lance editor in New York City,
Morgan has been irwolved in the
movement for more than four years and
was the organizer of the first Miss
America Pageartt Protest, She is also the
co-founder of an organization called
WITCH or Women's International

Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell.
Some of her activities that also made
her famous in the movement involved the
seizure of an underground radical
newspaper and her arrest for the seizure
and occupation of executive offices of
Grove Press in 197 0.
She has berated her fellow
liberationists for their lack of sufficient
revolutionary zeal and their supposed
willingness to accept only token power.
The co·editor of a book called ''The
New Women," which was published last
year she also has published poetry in
several magazines such as "The Activist,''
''The Literary Review" and "Poetry
Northwest." ln addition, she has
contributed to several anthologies and has
written a play called .. Their Own
Country.''

facu 1 ty and student rights and
responsibilities.
"Faculty discipline has always been an
administrative matter," said Baughman.
"Students are not the peers of faculty
members. This document puts dismissal
in the hands of faculty and student
courts. It would seem as jf the
administration is passing their
responsibility off on one committee and
two cou1·ts which is a very strange way to
do this," he said.
Edwin Hoyt, a professor of political
science countered that the rights of the
faculty are fully safeguarded by the right
to appeal to the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee.
Another objection to the report was its
"vagueness." For example, one section
refers to the disciplinary action taken for
"any conduct which disrupts the
educational function of the university,"
and one professor said this is a "catch all"
statement and is quite 10 vague•t.
The faculty members decided that the
Faculty Policy. Committee and the
Regents should pursue these "vague"
parts of the report further.
Another objection to the Student Faculty Court was raised when a
professor suggested that the operation of
the court would mean the conditions of
employment of many professors would
be different, since dismissal was an
administrative affair in the past.
Other facuUy mE>mbPrs voiced fears
that since so many decisions would be
decided by the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee that it will be
impossible to get a qHick decision,

Nursing Election This Week
The College of Nursing will hold the
first student· presented Student's Rights
election through Friday of this week.
Before the election, sample ballots
were handed out in an open meeting for
students and faculty where major
problems were discussed regarding the
rights. Based on the meeting, student and
faculty suggestions were drafted into an
addendum to the statement on student's
rights and responsibilities.
The ballot consists of 14 rights, with
spaces providing for a "·yes/' uno," or
"revision suggested" vote.
The following are samples of what will
be voted on:
The student has a right:
-To expect acceptance. and respect
due to any individual.
-To expect instruction_ and guidance.
-To have access to one's own records,

including grades and instructors'
comments.
-To protection from improper
disclosure of information in personal
records.
-To be free from exploitation for
private gain or infdrmation (i.e. in
projects, studies and research).
The ex'amples of behaviors and
implications for both students and
faculty are broad enough so that many
situations encompass one right. For
example: "The student is free to question
and express opinion," "Faculty is
available," "Faculty lis fens."
The student member& of the Joint
Nucleus Committee who helped
formulate the rights are, Ruth Masters,
Gerry Krause, Jerry Lard and Sally
Adams; the two members of the faculty
are Virginia Crenshaw and Carol Keith.
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Artificial Heart Research

LOBO

Conserve paper-give this paper to a

editorial

A pioneer in the fields of
medical engineering and artificial
hearts at UNM will ask his
co 11 e a gu ()s in engineering,
medicine and the sciences on
Thursday to begin an
inter·disciplinary aHack on the
problems preventing the final
development of an artificial heart,
Dr. Victor W. Bolie, ehair:man
of the UNM electrical engineering
department, began working on
medical engineering and artificial
hearts a,bol,lt 17 years ago and is
an a,uthority in the field.
Bolie says that today there are
two ba,sic problems keeping
artificial hearts from becoming a
reality and only an
in ter·disciplinary approach .can
find the answers.
He will discuss .these problems,
the history of his own work, and
the needs for future work, at a
seminar at 12:20 p.m. in room
143A of the Farris Engineering
Center. The two problems relate
to the need for a pliable material
that does not generate blood clots
and the need for a valve ..
The seminar is sponsored by
the society of Sigma Xi, the
scientific equivalent pf Phi Beta
Kappa. According to the society's
local chapter president, Dr.
Shlomo Karn_i, professor of
e I e c tr i cal engineering and
computer science, a large number
of people from several disciplines
including medicine, biology,
engineering and the other sciences
are expected to attend.
"If we get enough peopl!;!
involved in a multi-disciplinary
attack on these problems perhaps
we can make some progress,"
Bolie said. "It has to be done as a

fri~nd

Closing Pandora's Box
Without Ketchup?

The American taxpayer is paying
thousands of dollars to send the Nixon's to
China but up until now it Vl'as hard to tell
just what the real purpos:: of the trip has
been.
It turns out all this money is being paid

out to educate Ms. Nixon as witness her
weighty pronouncement after touring the
Peking Hotel kitchens: "I love Chinese food
anywhere in the world, but it is especially
good here in China."
On to Russia.

bema~----------Abortion Called Killing
ByPHlLBACA
Many people in favor of
abortion today claim human. life
commences as soon as a fetus
becomes "viable," i.e. able to
sustain life outside the mother's
womb. 'l'ln1y argue that prior to
"viability" a fetus is not human,
and, therefore, may be aborted.
Let us take a closer look at
"viable" to see if it can be used as
a criteria for commencing human
life.
"Viable" is a very relative term
in that it depends on medical
technology. Many years ago,
before anything was known about
intrauterine child care, "viable"
meant the full·term, nine·month
baby.
Today, with modern medical
technolOilY and knowledgl! of
intrauterine life, "viable" takes on
the meaning of a six·month
unborn infant.
Specialization
With the ad\.'ent of higher
specialized intrauterine
knowledge, "viable" may be
shifted to three months, maybe
three weeks. Does this mean in
years past human life ~Oiliiiil!IICed
the day a child was born, today,
human life commences after six
months of intrauterine life, and in
the future human life will
comml'nce after thr!!e weeks
gestation?
lly no means. An mdiVJdUal 1s
human regardl~ss of medical
technol(>!.'Y. Therefore, "viable"
has not direct bearing on the
commencing of human life.
'l'he question now arises, at
what time in its intrauterine life
does a fetus become human, and,
therefore, endowed with all the
rights bestowed on any human
being'! 'ro answer this question let
us turn to thc reprodur•tive
process of lift> and usr as
!'Xatnpl!'s, plant, ammal and
human life.
Species
sp(•eiPs in the abovl'
Page 2

U Engineer Plans Attack

types of life contains its own
process for reproduction. In all
cases though, the life reproduced
is always the same as its
forebearers, i.e., a plant
reproduces plants, never animals
or humans; an animal brings forth
animals, never plants or humans;
and the offspring of humans is
always human, it is never plant or
animal.
Similarly, the above holds true,
no matter where in its life·cycle
we see it, 'rhe plant does not take
on a type of animal or human life
during its first moments when it
was growing from a seed or other
initial form; also, during the initial
moments of life an animal is not
endowed with either plant or
human life; the same holds true
for humans: regardless of the
stage of development whether a
three • day • old zygote, a three·

By Dave Foreman
One of the beautiful things about the United States is that
the federal government has retained or regained ownership of
most of the sterling natural treasures of this spectacular land.
The National Forests, Parks, Wildlife Refuges, and the Public
Domain preserve for all our citizens the finest and most
scenic parts of the country. There are some exceptions, of
course.
The redwoods of northern California, where blackhearted
lumbermen destroy trees older than Christianity for suburban
fences, are the most glaring exclusion. Another is Vermejo
Ranch, located between Tac.,s and Raton in northern New
Mexico.
Bills
Fortunately there is a movement afoot to add this large
and lovely wild land to Carson National Forest where it will
be protected from desecration by the lumber barons or the
subdividers and will be rendered accessible to the public for
recreational use. Senate Bill 2699 and House Bill 11182
authorize the federal government to purchase Vermejo as an
addition to the Carson. Your support of this purchase must
be made known to our representatives in Washington.
Let us consider Vermejo Park for a moment. 480,000
acres- 6000 feet to 13,000 feet elevation- grasslandpinon and juniper- pine and Douglas ·fir and aspen and
spruce- Alpine tundra- over 320,000 acres of forest2 0, 000 deer- 5000 elk- 200 pronghorn - buffalo turkey- bear- mountain lion- 100 miles of trout streams60 mountain lakes- four times the water surface of all the
best. watershed in New Mexico - mountains- canyonsnearly year around snow fields- picnics- fishingbackpacking- peace - quiet- solitude - and wilder:ness.
Vermejo Special
Even for New Mexico, the Vermejo is special- and
priceless. If it is not protected, the buzz-saw .locusts could
strip it; the get rich quick, fly by night subdividers could
carve it into erosion districts; or the coal strip miners could
gut it into a New Mexico Appalachia. The land is cryingand we can save it.
Please write N.M. Sens. Joseph Montoya and Clinton
Anderson, Rep. Manuel Lujan and Harold Runnels, Rep.
W.R. Poage, and especially Sen. James 0. Eastla,nd. Tell these
men that you want the Vermejo Ranch saved and added to
the Carson National Forest. They can appropriate the money
required to purchase it. And the price is low- $55 an acre,
$26,500,000 total, or far less than one day of the Vietnam
War.

week old embryo, a 13 • weekold fetus, or a 30 • week - old
unborn infant, he is a human
being endowed with the human
right to life and he is not a plant
or animal.
The addresses to write are: Sens. Anderson and Montoya,
Pediatrician
U.S.
Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510; Reps. Lujan and
If this were not the case, a
Runnels, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515;
pediatrician would be forced to
announce to the expectant Sen. Eastland, Chairman, Environment, Soil Conservation,
mother that she is pregnant with a
and Forestry Subcommittee, Senate Office Building,
plant or that she is carrying an
Washington, D.C. 20510; Rep. Poage, Chairman, House
animal in her womb.
Agricultural Committee, Suite 1301 - House Office Bldg.,
From the foregoing
considerations it can be sCI!n that •Washington, D.C. 20515.
no matter when it is performed,
If a letter is too much trouble, just send a postcard.
abortion is the elimination of
If you can't write everybody, just write Sen. Eastland and
innocent human life. 1 am sure
then
Rep. Poage. The letters to Sen. Eastland should be in
everyone will agree that there is
not more ultimate denial of an before his committee begins review on the bill, Feb. 29,
innocent man's rights than death.
1972. And mention the bill number. Please write, for Earth's
The stakes, therefore, involved sake.
in abortion are terribly high- as
high as human life.

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
Letters tt' the Editor •.•
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address ar.d telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member.
Demas •••
Be mas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not

necessarily reflect thE> editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but ~ay be cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telE>phom• numb£>r with th(• Bema.
Both lt>W•rs to the Pditor or Bemus can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20. UN.:Vl, deliw•rt-d to Thl' Lobo office at
tlw ccmwr of YalP and CPntral, or dt>posited in thP Lobo
Sug~t·stion Box insidt• the east door of the Union.

* * * * *

Right Hand Man

* * * * *
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60- to 80-Year-Olds Traditionally Head Precincts
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AUSTIN, Tox. (UPI)- The
battles he saw as a Marine in
Vietnam may pale by the time
Larry Sarvis gets through being a
precinct chairman of one of the
most student • dominated election
districts in Texas.
Sarvis, a 24 • year • old pre-law
student at the University of
Texas, was elected precinct
chairman recently by the Travis
County Democratic Committee
over three other persons described
as "long - time experienced
Democrats."
Traditional Chairmen
Those are the kind of people
who have traditionally been
chairmen of the eight or nine
Austin precincts in which student
votes arc expected to be in a
majority.
"Each (precinct) is run by a 60,
70 or 80- year • old man or
woman," Sarvis said, adding he
hopl!d that was about to be
changed.
"The Young Democrats are
planning to be running someone
in each of those precincts" for
chairman in the May 6
Democratic primary, said Sarvis,
whose precinct is one of those
used by a national broadcast
network to forecast election
results.
"I was planning on following
the good old McGovern rules,"
Sarvis said, referring to the

university the young new voters
would follow family political
lines.
Sneed said he hoped every issue
would not be decided on student"But if they do it 'winner take
all'," Sarvis said, "that means all
the conservatives in our district
won't be able to go to the
(county) convention."
Half Registered
Sarvis .said research showed
some 18,000 of the 35,000
students enrolled at the University
nonstudent lines. He admitted,
however, that just might be the
case.

precinct meeting at which
delegates to the county
convention are elected. He was
talking about a set of reform rules
which have been tentatively
watered down by a state party
subcommittee.
have registered to vote in Austin.
In the 1970 election, before the
18 - 20 • year- olds were given the
vote, some 6000 university
students were registered.
He expects the student vote to
be predominantly liberal holding out for presidential
contender George McGovern
through the first several primaries.
If McGovern's prospects
collapse, Sarvis said, "All the
students will mass for (Sen.
EdmundS.) Muskie."
Sarvis also said University of
Texas students will be gunning for
Rep. Harold Davis (D·Austin).
Davis was a cosponsor of
Iegisla tion that wo·uld have
required students to vote in the
county where their parents live.
"The student vote will be 95
per cent or more against him,"
Sarvis said.
County Chairman Robert
Sneed said he felt the student vote
would be substantially alike, but
that in areas away from the
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FEW EXAMPLES:

REG.

SALE

Mushroom Chairs

.$54.98

$34.98

Mushroom Table

$49.98

$29.98

Rattan Table

................. $29.98

$19.98

Plastic Beads

...... 1Oc foot

Be foot

Vanity Table . ................... $32.98

$29.98

Rd. Victorian Table .............. $39.98

$24.98

...... $31.98

$29.98

. $1.5.98

$13.98

.. $19.98

$17.98

Peacock Chair
Vanit~ Chair

V Shape Peel Table .....

~·

Grapes

... 39c-79c

88c

Mugs .

................ $1.19

lh off
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No Refunds or Layaways On Sale Items
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Okay, you organic gardeners, it's time to start spreading
manure . on your garden. You can get a large pickup load of
better than two· year· old cow manure for $15, delivered.
Just call 867-2337. Watch this column for other handy hints
and sources for organic gardening.
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General Repairs
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413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986

European Auto

VWsSVolvos

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
Frenrh, German, and others .•.)
lunch 11 :30·2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

Tom's

~
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Board Jl,f eeting

Election Won by Texas Student

* * * * *

A show entitled "Albuquerque Artists for River Defenset
will be presented March 3, 4 and 5 at Encanto Hall 201
Highland Park Circle, S.E., in Albuquerque. Ove~ 3C
prominent New Mexico artists, including Paul Wright, Betty
Colbert, Ou Mie Shu, Florence Pierve, Pat Smith, Milt
Howard, Wilcke Smith, and Tony Armijo, have donated their
works to the show.
All works of art will be sold at half price and the proceeds
will go to aid River Defense in its ongoing fight for
protection of western rivers. The gallery is open from 10 a.m.
until 5:30 p.m. and is easily accessible, being located between
Gold and Silver, just west of I-25.
This is your chance to help one of the more effective
environmental groups in the country and a £ine opportunity
to pick up a real bargain from one of the better artists in the
Southwest.
A reception will be held at Encanto Hall, March 2 from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

"Jesus Christ, Superstar" star
Tom Westerman will portray Jesus
Christ during the Friday night
performance at the University
Arena. Tickets are available for
$4.50 and $5.50 at the Union
ticket office, the Arena, Reidlings
and the Totem Pole. Student
discounts are available at the
Union and Arena ticket offices.

team of internationally famous
team effort,"
Bolie says in America there are surgeon, Dr. Michael de Bakey of
abol!t 700,000 cardiova.scular or Baylor University.
hea;t deaths a year. About
150,000 of these deaths could be
prevented with the use of an
artifici!ll heart,
Bolie said he is giving his talk in
The UNM Union Board will
the hopes of "encouraging others" meet today in room 230 of the
to join the battle .for the Union to discuss the appointment
construction of the heart.
of President Heady's
The first problem now Administra.tive Aide Ted
preventing success involves the Martinez, to the position of
development of a pliable material Director of the Union.
which does not generate blood
The Board is required to
clots. Bolie explained that any interview Martinez prior to any
foreign material used for an appointment made by the
artificial heart tends to create Administration.
clots which result in death for the
The selection of a new Union
patient.
Director became necessary last
The second problem is the need December when Vern Curtis
for the development of a -valve suffered an illness and was forced
which will not rupture the red to resign.
------blood cells. Such a valve will have
to sw:vive something like a bil1ion
Poetry Series
beats - the average amol!nt of
A.
Wilber
Stevens, professor of
heart beats in 20 years of a
English and comparative literature
person's life,
at Prescott College in Prescott,
So far, he said, the mechanical, Ariz., will be featured in a reading
electrical control, power and fluid of his poetry at UNM Feb. 25.
problems have been solved,
The reading will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Zimmerman Library
If the major two problems of a Honors Center Lounge, It is part ·
pliable material and a valve can be of the ASUNM Poetry series and
solved, Bolie believes usable admission is free,
artificial hearts can become a·
reality in five years.
Latin American Policy
Jerome Slater will give a public
An artificial heart constructed
by Bolie has been used for lecture on "The Latin American
experimental purposes by several Policy of the United States" on
people including the research March 6 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva.
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Court to Review TWA vs. Howard HUghes
WASHINGTON (UPI}- Th.e
Supreme Cqurt l'!greed Tuesday to
review ·a $165 million default
judgment- one of the largest ever
awarded in a private case - in
favor of Trans Wodd Airlines
(TWA) against billion!!ire Howat•d
Hughes and the Hughes Tool Co.
(TOOLCO),
Retu1,'ning to work after a
four-week reces$, the Court al$o
upheld the 1970 National
Railroad Passenger Act and agreed
to hear a dispute over the grand
jury investigation of Sen, Mike
Gravel's making the Pentagon
papers, available for publication,
Federal district and circuit
courts both upheld TWA's claim
in the 11-year case that TOOLCO
illegally used its business with
TWA to establish itself as a
supplier to other airlines. TWA
claimed it had suffered financially
because under TOOLCO's
dominance it was prevented from
acquiring an adequate jet fleet in
the 1950's,
'I'OOLCO, a corpomtion wholly

Number Please

The telephone numbers for
Native American StudiE:s and the
Kiva Club have been changed. The
nE:w numberu are 277·3917 and
277-3918. Both organi~ations
may be reached through either
number.

owned by recluse Hughes, sold its secret Vietnam war documents at
TWA stock in 1966. The Court a midnight subcommittee hearing
will hear the case next fall o1· in June, later made papers
winter and decide later by written available to the Beacon Press of
opinion.
Boston.
The Court will hear the Gravel
Gravel and the Justice
case this term, The Alaska Department appealed from a first
Democrat, who read from the
U.S. Circuit Court r1.11ing for
different re<Isons, Gravel said
In other orders, the Court:
neigher his aide, Dr. Leonard S.
-Let stand a 1971 tu!ing by
Rodberg, nor officials of the the 5th U.S. Circuit Court that a
publishing house sho1.1ld be minority person can bypass the
required to testify through broad Eq1.1al Employment Opvortunity
interpretation of the law Commission and file charges in
providing for a congressmen's court directly against an
protection in informing his employer. The case involved
constituents.
Robert Caldwell, a bll'!ck in
The depart.ment contended, Miami, and the National Brewing
however, the law seeks to make Co.
sure that legislators are not
-Affirmed a lowe~ court's
hindered in the performance 'of dismissal of a complaint by the
their duties, but this protection Native American Church of
does not extend to a senator's Navajoland that Arizona
employes.
au th ori ties refused to let it
In a brief order the Coutt incorporate on grounds it used
refl!sed to hear the complaint of peyote.
some citi~ens in Macomb and
Quincy, IlL, who challenged the
-Denied a hearing to the Little
law creating Amtrak beca1.1se they Rock, Ark. school board, which
lost their passenger service to objected to the cross·busing
Chicago.
fcat1.1rc of a desegregation plan
The act established a ordered for the 25,500 students in
semipublic corporation to take the city's 43 schools.
over most interc:ity rail passenger
-Dismissed for want of
service in the face of several jurisdiction an appeal by Eugene
decades of slumping railroad C. Pulliam, publisher of the
businE:ss.
Ariz on a Republic, from a

A fish died

use
use
use
use
use
a use

it couldn't breathe

its gills got clogged with silt

mud ran into the river

there was nothing to trap the rain

there was a forest fire

someone was careless with fire.

$485,000 libel awnrd to form11r
Arizona Attorney General Wada
Chut·ch,
-Refused to hear Arizona's
complaint that thfl department of
Health, Education and Welfare
illegally ordered a cutoff of
federal welfare aid,

U! oins Environmental Group

-Rejected an appeal by former
Newark, N.J., Mayor Hugh J.
Addoni~io from his conviction on
extortion and conspiracy charges
in a $250,000 kickback .scandal.
The appeals of three other
defendants at the same time were
rejected,

Kleindienst Accepted
At Reception Hearings
WASHINGTON (UPI)Defending wiretapping, laws
against marijuana and the death
penalty in some cases, Richard G.
Kleindienst won a friendly
reception Tuesday at hearings on
his nomination to be attorney
genE:ral.
Relaxed and smiling, the
assistant attorney general
promised the committee that he
would personally make every
decision on th~ use of electronic
surveill!:mce and that he would
continue to "oppose the
legalization, possession or use of
marijuana."
Although some liberals had
threatE:ned to sharply challenge
Kleindienst, Judiciary Committee
Chairman James 0. Eastland

(D·Miss.) p~edicted the vote on
President Nixon's choice to
succP.ed Attorney GenE:ral John N.
Mitchell would be approved
unanimously, The vote was
expected later this week.
Sen, Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) a
liberal who has opposed several of
Nixon's nominees, Sl'lid, ''I wm
probably vote for him myself,
though I disagree with him
vigorously on means of guarding
our personal liberties.''
There had been indications that
Kleindienst's confirmation
hearh1gs might touch off an
election year wrangle over the law
and order policiel! of Mitchell,
who resigned to head President
Nixon's re-election campaign. In
his three year$ a$ Mitchell's no. 1
assistant, Kleindienst has acquired
the reputation of being a
hard·liner on law enfo~;cement.
Closely questioned by Bayh
about the Justice Department's
eavesdropping policy, Kleindienst
said there were about "43 or 44"
e Jectronic surveillances now in
use. He said the number had
consto.n tly declined but did not
specify the higher figure,
Promising that he would
personally authorize each one if
he ill confirmed as attorney
general, Kleindienst said there was
no danger that the President
would abuse the law by using
electronic surveillance "to spy, or
snoop on people with different
political philosophies." Wire taps,
he promised, would be used only
in cases involving the security of
the United States.
Questioned by another liberal,
Sen. Philip A. Hart (D· Mich.)
Kleindienst said marijuana "is a
euphoric substl'lnce that permits
young people to depart from
reality."
Citing the lack of knowledge
about it, he said, "I don't want to
see our society make it easy to
obtl'lin marijuana!'
Kleindienst also said be
opposed capital punishment
except in certl'lin cases, ". , .It is
not a deterrent as in crimes of
passion," he said, " .•• But there
are :situations whc:e you have
cold-blooded, calculated,
premeditated acts" in which he
said capital punishment was
appropriate.

UNM Designer

•

FBI Agent Testifies In Berrigan Trial
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI)An FBI agent testified Tuesday
that he heard a defendant in the
conspiracy trial of the Rev. Philip
Berrigan and six others boast
publicly about destroying draft
records in Philadelphia.
J, Clifford Ousley of
Philadelphia, said the Rev. Joseph
Wenderoth, a Baltimore ghetto
priest, admitted breaking into a
draft board office on Feb. 7,
1970. Ousley said Wenderoth
made his statement one week later
at a public rally in Philadelphia.
"He stated that in addition to
breaking into draft bqards in
Philadelphia and destroying draft
records," Ousley said, "they also
broke into General Electric offices
in Washington.
"He made some comment that
the reason for doing this was to
show opposition to the Vietnam
War."
Judge
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Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.l:..
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31, the youngest draft director in

the nation, said the money went
to employes who worked
overtime to reconstruct draft
board files.
Defense attorneys asked Ford
about a statemE:nt he made last
yeat favoring an end to the draft
system, but Judge Herman
prohibited Ford from answering,
A second FBI agent testified he
saw Wenderoth's car 1n
Philadelphia the day of the three
draft board raids parked outside a
house where the government
alleged the conspiracy was
planned.
Delbert Toohey said he was
watching the home in
Philadelphia's Strawberry Mansion
district all day but that he never
$UW Wenderoth.

meeting Loren Potter, chairman
of the UNM biology department,

was elected vice president for
research. Othllr officers are
Robert E. Dils, College of
Forestry and .Natural Resources,
Co lorado State University,
president; Howard E. Myers,
College of Agriculture, Unive~sity
of Ari~ona, president - elect; and
H. William Wiech, College of
Engineering Sciences, Ari;wna
State University, secretary·
treasurer,

Nixon-Chou Meeting ...
(continued from page l)
through an interpteter and ta.sU.ng
their handiwork.
"My hnsha nrl always has
cottage cheese for lunch, but he
had the works in Chinese cooking
a~d he'~ ab~ndoning h!s s~artan
dtet whtle U1 the capttal, Ms.
Nixon said. As for herself, she
declined an invitation to ~;it down
for a meal. "I just had breakfast,"
she said. "If I don't watch out I'll
have to J:'l1Y new ~lathes."
.
" ~reetm~ the kitchen staff With
mhoa, mhoa (hello, hello), the
First Lady oohed and aahed over
a tray of two dozen different hors
d'~euvres and laughed .when she
tr1ed to shake hands With a chef
whose hand was smeared· with
pancake dough,
After inviting one chef to come
to the White House to sample her
attempt at Peking Duck, the great
Chines' delicacy, Ms, Nixon
traveled next to the summer
palace northwest of the city.
There, at the imperial estate of
the Ching Dynasty with its
manmade lake, she marveled at
-the peacock feather fans, ornate
sandalwood furniture and
beautiful jades of the Empress
Dowager Tzu Hsi. "I'll say she had
good taste," Ms. Nixon said.
Then to the Peking Zoo, where
she giggled at the antics of five
pandas from Szechwan Province,
The Chinese Premier is giving two
giant white panda:; to the United
States, which is sE:nding two
Alaskan musk oxen from San
Francisco for the Peking Zoo.
After a brief dinner at their
guest house, the Nixons were
accompanied to the performance
of the Peking Opera by Kissinger,
Rogers, Chou and his wife, Chiang
Ching, who helped write the ballet
tale of a young Chinese girl who
joins the Communist resistance
movement against Japane~~e

invaders in the 1930s,
The Nixon's applauded when
they entered the Great Hall with
its 100 ·foot- high domed ceiling,
took their seats in the fourth row.
An interpreter helped them follow
~he action on stage, which
mcluded a flashing sword dance
by lE:aping soldiers and reached a
finale when the prima ballerina
grasped the Red Army flag with a
look of revelation and piety,
When it was ovE:r at 10:36 p.m.,
the J?residential party stood and
applauded and was applauded in
turn by the dancers on stagE:. The
Nixons left the hall which seats
10,000 persons, to' a standing
ovation.c
Chou had advised his guest!l
earlier that "in our opera there is
always a revolu~ionary theme,'.'
and other Chinese have told
Americans of Mao's saying that
there is no such thing as "art for
art'ssake."
~---V-o-te-r--·---
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There will be a voter
registration drive conducted from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Union
lobby Feb. 23.

Amistad Poetry
Amistad, the Free University,
pxesents the first reading in its
poetry series Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.
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use

sustaining a defense objection,
ordered references to General
Electric struck from the court
record.
The seven antiwar activists are
charged with conspirlng to
vandali~e draft records in nine
states, blow up heating systems in
federal buildings in Washington
and kidnap presidential adviser
Henry A. Ki5$inger.
None of the 11 government
witnesses who testified about the
draft boards made any reference
to a plot. Most of them were
Philadelphia police officers or FBI
agents, who confirmed details of
the raids.
Pennsylvania draft director
Robert D. Ford testified the three
Philadelphia raids cost Selective
Service more than $2300. Ford, at

areas with minimal environmental
impact. .
In addition to the two New
Mexico universities, Colorado
State, Arizona State, and the
University of Arizona,
padicipants include No~thern
Ari~ona University, University of
Colorado, Texas Tech University,
and the Forest Service's Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Fort Collins,
Colo.
At a recent organizational

f

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,

So please, be careful with fire ...

A showing of churches and
public buildings designed by John
Gaw Meem opened Sunday for a
two-week exhibition at St. John's
College, Santa Fe. Meem was
architect for some 40 buildings on
UNM's campus, and was awarded
an honorary degree from UNM in
1960.

UNM has joined a nine·school
consortium set up to mesh efforts
of the lJ.S. Forest Service and the
universities in environmental
re!learch and land use planning,
UNM and New Mexico State
University are now members of
the newly created Eisenhower
Consortium for Western
Environmental Forestry Resear()h.
A Forest Service official, David
HE:rrick, described the consortium
as "an organi~ation to combine
and coordinate the research
E'fforts of interested educational
in.'ititutions and the Forest Service
to solve the problems of man and
his interactions with the
environment.
''In thE: West," he continued,
"these problems are most urgent
in the central and southern :Rocky
Mountains and the adjacent high
plains."
P 1a nned research of the
Eisenhower Consortium includes,
but ill not limited to, the
following general areas:
-Developing methods of
monitoring and controUng
changes in environmental
characteristics of forests and
related lands that occur in
response to man's activities.
-Determining the social,
economic, and ecological
consequences of industrialization,
residential development, and
recreation • related activities in
wildland environments.
-Increasing opportunitiE:s for
human use of wildland
environments without
objectionable environmental
change,
-Evaluating probable future
demand for wild land • related
recreation and associated
activities, and developing
appropriate manageme11t
techniques.
-Developing systems to enable
large numbers of people to move
to, from, and within wildland

The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
PUblished. Monday tlu:ough. Friday
c.tezy regUlar week of the tfniver·
sity year by the lloatd of fli.l!dent
Publications of the Univetsity of
New Mexico, and ls not financi.olly
IUSOciated with UNM, Second class
Postage paid at Alhuqerque New
Mexico 8'7106, Subscription i:ate is
$'7 for the academltJ Year.
The opinions expressed on the
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Rod & Custom Auto Show
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Faulkner Remains Scoring Leader-

Nuestro Estado-La Tierra del Sol
"Un canto que traigo muy
dentro del alma," "Asi es Nuevo
Mejico" ya C!'\ el segundo canci6n
del estado del Nuev(} Mejico. Escri tu JJU,r Ali.taJ~v L~U\:G::'0 1 haec
completo nuest1•o "eulturo oficial"
que antes tenia SQ]o ''0 Fair New
:~:Ie::dco," 'POl' Elizabeth Garrett.
Una edici6n ofi.cial del canto,
hecho
por
Minority
Owned
Record Enterprises (MORE) el
Alta Vista Studio en Albuquerque,
cantado por Lt. Gobernador Roberto Mondragon con Los Reyes
de Albuquerque, se puede obtener
por mandar una contribuci6n de
$1 a un fonda de beca para los estudiantes graduando de high
school en 1972 a Mondragon en
Santa Fe.
Premera Estrofa
Un canto que traigo muy dentro
del alma
lo canto a mi estado-mi tierra
natal,
de flares dorada mi tierra
enrantada
de lindas mujeres-que no tiene
igual.

Villa
i
'1
!.

Htlir Designs for Men
specializing in the

i
1

NATURAL CUT . ,

I

complete line of
grooming aids

for appointment
call 255-3279
107 Washington S.E.
·rdephonc 11:!!15·~279

,at Alta Vista Studio in
( estribillo)
Albuquerque, sung by Lt, Gov.
Asi es Nuevo Mejico
Roberto Mondragon with J.,os
asi es esta tierra del sol
Reyes de Albuquerque, may be
de sierras y valles de tierras
n:ht!!i~l~ rl fz:r .q ~1 rn~;trih!~Hnn tn
frutnlc:;
"a scholarship fund for Senior
asi es Nuevo Mejico
High School students graduating
Segunda Estrofa
El negro, el hiiipano, el anglo, el in 1972," sent to Mondragon in
Santa Fe.
indio
On the flip side of this
todos son tus hijos, todos por
recording is the older state song,
igual,
sung mariachi style by Mondragon
Tus pueblos y aldeas-mi tiena
and The San Felipe Deligation
encantada
(sic).
de lindas m1,1jeres que no tiene
igual.
First Verse
Tercera Estrofa
A song that I carry very deep in
El rio del norte, que es elrio
my soul
grB,nde,
I
sing
to my state - the land of
sus aguas corrientes fluyen basta
my birth,
el mar
golden with flowe,t;s,. my
y riegan tus campos, mi tierra
enchanted land
encantada
de lindas mujeres-que no tiene of beautiful women- that has no
equal.
igual.
Cuatra Estr()fa
Tus campos se visten de fiores de (chorus)
Thus is New Mexico
mayo
de lindos colo~·es que Dios les dot6 thus is this land of the sun
of mountains and valleys of
tus pajaros cantan, mi tierra
fruitful countrysides
encantada,
thus is New Mexico.
sus trinos de amores al Ser
celestial.
Second Verse
Quinta Estrofa
The Negro, the Spanish, the
Mi tierra encantada de historia
Anglo, the Indian
baiiada
all are thy children, all equal.
Thy towns and villages- my
tan linda, tan bella-sin
enchanted land
comparacion,
te rindo homenaje, te rindo cariiio, of beautiful women- that has no
equal.
soldado valiente-te rinde su
amor.
(chorus)
"A song that I carry very deep
Third Verse
in my soul,'' "Asi es Nuevo The river of the North, which is
Mejico" is now New Mexico's
the Rio Grande,
second state song. Written by its running waters flow to the sea
Amadeo Lucero, it fills a gap in and irrigate thy filllds my
our "official culture" left by .t;ha--~--~ enchanted land ··
'
familiar "O Fair New Mexico," by of beautiful women- that has no
Elizabeth Garrett.
equal.
An official copy of this song,
recorded on the Minority Owned (chorus)
Fourth Verse
Record Enterprises (MORE) label Thy fields adorn themselves in
flowers of May
of the lovely colors that God
endowed them with,
thy birds sing, my enchanted land,
their trills of loves to the heavenly
Being.
(chorus)
Fifth Verse
My enchanted land of immaculate
history
so lovely, so beautiful- without
comparison,
I devote thee homage, I devote
thee affection,
the valiant soldier- he devotes
thee his love.
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Mike Heads Rebounding Also
Mike Faulkner continues to
lead the Lobos in both
rebounding and scoring after 22
games played and only four
remaining..
The 6·7 pivot man from
Chicago • averages 16.1 points a
game, scoring a total of 280
points from the field and an
additional 75 from the charity
stripe. In addition to his scoring
ability Faulkner's pre$ence alone
is often enough to bolster the
defense, In the recent victory
against ASU he continually
harassed the Sun Devil's massive
Paul Stovall, holding him to a
paltry 12 points. ln games against
Utah and BYU Stovall scored 67
points, so this might give you an
indication of what Faulkner can
do in the middle.
'
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Ojo

Paintings by graduate student
Diana Vigil will be on disp1ay for
three days starting Thursday at
the UNM International Center.
This painting is titled "Ojo" after
the Ojos de Dios that inspired this
work.

Student's Geometric Art
Starts Three-Day Display
Geometric acrylic paintings by
graduate student lliana Vigil will
be on display for three days
beginning Thursday at the UNM
International Center, 1808 Las
L~>mas N.E.
Vigil received her bachelor's in
art education last spring and is
now working on her master's in
that field.
Cuban-born, but now an
American citizen, Vigil has
exhibited her work at past New
Mexico State Fairs.
She says her main interest in
painting is working with color and
optical illusion. She likes
non-representational work
"because it does something
different to everybody who sees
.:..._
it," she says.

____

UNM Lunacy
The moon will be observed
Feb. 24 through the 15 112-inch
telescope at UNM's campus
observatory during their new
hours from 8 to 10 p.m.

P.E. Art
Students of P.E. 319-002,
Elementary School Physical
Education, will be displaying their
art projects beginning Wednesday,
in the Learning Materials Center
of the education complex.

CLAS§llFIEJD
ADVERTKSHNG

For this reason Vigil does not
like to title her works, but has
done so for the International
Center exhibition.
Vigil has an elementary
teaching certificate from Cuba
and wants to return to teaching in
the Albuquerque area.
The International Center is
open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. each
day of the exhibition.

The UNM Wind Ensemble
concert tonight will feature
Harvey Phillips, an outstanding
jazz, classical and dixieland
tubaist. The concert is at 8:15 in
Popejoy Hall,
?hillips is currently tubaist with
the New York City Ballet
Orchestra. His career began at 15,
when he played with the King
Brothers Circus Band, and then
the Ringling Brothers Circus
Band. He has performed with
every imaginable type of
ensemble: jazz, symphonic,
popular, circus, concert band.
Tonight Phillips will perform
the Vaughan Williams Concerto
for Tuba, and "Helix," by Warren
Benson, with the Wind Ensemble.
Other works on the program
will include compositions by
Robert Ward, Vincent Persichetti,
Alexander Tcherepnin and Robert
Jager. The Wind Ensemble is
conducted by William Rhoads.
Ticket prices are 50 cents for
students, $1 for faculty members
and $1.50 for others.

I,

I

By WOLF AGUILAR
UNM's wrestling team hits the
road this weekend to Tucson,
Ariz. in their bid for a WAC
championship in the WAC finals,
and a chance to lengthen their
wrestling season with a trip to the
nationals.
Lobo Coach Ron Jacobson is
preparing his wrestlers for what he
tPrms as being, "The best chance
we've got of bringing a WAC
championship back to UNM."
First round action in the WAC
finals starts Friday at 1 p.m. on
the University of Arizona campus
with the semi-finals set for Friday
evening and the finals Saturday.
First Since 1963
Should file Lobos win the WAC
this year it will be recorded as the
fsrst conference championship for
Coach Jacobson who helped the
Lobos win their first WAC
wrestling championship in 1963
with a championship in the 177
pound division.
Jacobson's hopes this year of a
championship lie in Lobo depth in
the upper · weight divisions. Dave
Goodier, Bill Mayer, Bruce Davis
and Milton Seals are the Lobos'
top prospects to win
championships in their respective
divisions.
Don Jackson, wrestling at
150-pounds, boasts a 1 0·4•1 dual •
competition season record, and
was runner-up at the Arizona
State Invitationals tournament
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Feb. 2 4 - UNM basketball
team at Arizona- Tucson.
Feb. 25 - UNM freshman
basketball team at Air Force
Academy - Colorado Springs.
Feb. 25- UNM swimming
team hosts Texas Arlington,
last weekend.
In the 158-pound class, Bill tentative.
Feb. 25 - UNM baseball team
Mayer sporting a respectable 10·4
record, will enhance the Lobos' at New Mexico State- Las
Cruces.
chances at the WAC title.
Feb. 26 (2)- UNM baseball
177-pounder Dave Goodier,
with an 11·4 season slate, is being team at New Mexico State - Las
highly touted to win his division. Cruces.
Feb. 26- UNM basketball
Goodier lost in overtime at the
ASU tourney and is expected to team at Arizona State - Tempe.
Fe b. 26- UNM gymnastics
be mentally and physically
team hosts Brigham Young
prepared this weekend.
University, Johnson Gymnasium,
Davis First
The WAC's finest wrestler in 7:30p.m.
Feb. 26- Feb. 26- UNM
the 190-pound division is Lobo
Bruce Davis, currently sporting an swimming team hosts New Mexico
excellent 16·1 record and a State, tentative.
Feb. 26- UNM freshman
runner-up spot in the ASU
to1.1rney. Davis lost a 15·7 decision basketball team at Adams State,
to Arizona's AI Sye, having beaten tentative.
Feb. 27 - UNM "B" ski team
him previously in the Lobo
race at Los Alamos, all day.
Invitational finals.
Feb. 25-26- UNM wrestling
Heavyweight Milton Seals' only
loss in WAC competition was to
Arizona's Paul Wagner 9·8 in
overtime in the ASU invitational
finals Seals had also previously
the
beaten Wagner in a dual-meet and
should be expected to be looking
best
for revenge in the WAC finals.
Seals leads the Lobo wrestlers
23¢
with 12 pins and sports a 14·1
dual meet record.
HAMBURGER
During the regular season the
in town
Lobos were 6·0 against WAC
schools defeating Wyoming
(24-18), Arizona State (30-14),
Henry's Drive-In
ColoradQ State (30·6), Utah
I 16 Central9 am to II am
(21·18), Arizona (25·10) and
1IIJJIIIIIIIffftllliiUUHIIIRHHIIIIIIIIHIIIIIBIHW1IMIUHIIIftlliiiYI
Brigham Young (26·17).

Diamonds

$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

The UNM freshman basketball
team hopes to move over the .500
mark this week with a road trip to
the U.S. Air Force Academy and
Adams State College.
The Wolfpups, now 7·7 for the
year after losing Saturday. to
Texas·El Paso 92-78, will meet the
Air J!'orce Academy on Friday and
then meet the Adams State
College Junior Varsity Saturday
afternoon in Alamosa, Colo. Two
,veeks ago the Pups lost to the
Academy Falcons 7 5-69 here.
Richard Pokorski, the leading
scorer in all but two games, had

UN M Matmen Preparing
For WAC Championships

I

the store
·for Diamonds

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1 .40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same od runs five or more consecutive times

Mike Faulkner, the Lobos' 6·7
pi,votman from Chicago, Dl.,
currently tops New Mexico
scoring and rebounding statistics.
Faulkner is averaging 16.1 points
per game and 9.4 rebounds per
contest for the 14·8 Lobos.

Faulkner

Tuba Recital

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

1. Personals
5. For Sale

255 points for an, average of 10.2
a game, Nava, a relative newcomer
to the starting ranks, has made 87
points or a game average of 4.8.

Exercise Plan Begins

The women's intramural
program will offer some new
activities this spring. For those of
you women students who are
thinking about sun-bathing and
the bikini, maybe the winter was
too good for you. An exercise
program is going to be started
March 2, but sign-ups are Feb. 28
and 29 in Carlisle. The exercise
program anrl trampoline will be
offered as .recreational activities
with no pressures (other than
your own) as far as participation
is concerned.
The program also offers a
spring badminton tournament in
singles and doubles. All skill levels
are welcomed. When you sign-up,
·designate whether you are·
intermediate or advanced in
badminton skills.
Remember, the sign-ups for all
three
activities are Feb. 28 and
26 points against UTEP and goes
29.
The
programs begin on March
on the road trip with a 30.1
2,
at
4:
30·6
in Carlisle.
scoring average. The 6-6 Pokorski
also leads the team in rebounding
with a 15.8 mark. Bob Toppert, a
Democrats
6·5 wing, is second in the scoring
The UNM and Bernalillo
race at 21.8 followed by gllard Pat
County Young Democrats will
King at 15.8. Randy Talbot and
hold a joint meeting Feb. 24 at
Gene Segura complete the starting 7:30 p.m. in room B-17 of the
five.
Howard Johnson Midtown Motel
for
the purpose of hearing
Coach Dennis Hodges' Pups
speeches by senatorial candidate
have been shooting well from the
Jesse Kornegay and congressional
floor with a .501 field goal
candidate Mayor George
percentage for an 88 point per
Gonzales,
game scoring average.

Wolfpups Travel to Air
Force and Adams State

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Following Faulkner in points
scored is 6·4 Harold Little. Little,
a senior from Atlanta, Ga., has
been a veritable savior in
resurrecting the Lobo offense and
momentum, All told, Little has
scored 285 points in 602 minutes
of play, but much of what he has
done can't be listed on a strict
point • rebound scale.
Another major force in the
middle is 6·8 junior Darryl
Minnie field. Minnie field, also ·a
Chicago native, average 11.3
points a game ;md above all has
cleared 206 rebounds, only one
less than Faulkner.
Rounding out the starting five
are guards Tommy Roberts and
Gave Nava. Roberts who has
played ~he most of anyone on the
team (801 minutes) has scored

Student Terms

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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MARANTZ 1060

Go Watts Rms into 8 ohms, speak·
crs from 40·2o,ooo Hz with Jess
MAXIMUS MK IV than •5% THD and JM distor·
speakers List 329.95 tion with response 1 db
pr. with 12 in.
MAXI:\IUS MK IV
, woofer, 6\12 in.
speakers 329.95 pr.
, lower midrange, s\12
System list 529.90
· in. upper midrange, •
2 in. tweeter. RcNow399.00
: sponsc from go to
i no,ooo Hz

savcfrro.ou

List5G9.95
Now-139.95
S;ive-l3o~oo
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team at WAC championship,
Tucson, Ariz., all day.

Ex-Lobo Sanford
Granted Probation
Former UNM basketball star
Ron Sanford was granted a
delayed sentencing and probation
today for his guilty plea to a
reduced charge cf possessing
marijuana.
Dist. Court Judge Gerald D.
Fowlie deferred action for six
months and ordered him on
probation for the period.

HAIR DESIGNS

FOR MEN
specializing in the

Long Full Look
complete line of
grooming aids

255-4371
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 Central SE

-

arnm from !he Trimzgle

_.,.,.._.....,,

(j
........

~·

tion
MARANTZ 1030
30 Watts RMS into 8 ohm speak·
crs from go·2o,ooo Hz with less
than ·5% 'I"HD and 1M distortion and 1 db Response
MAXI~IllS MK IV
speakers 329.95 pr.

list479.95
Now349.95
-savc~Iso:oo

THE STEREO DEN . c
109 CARLISLE NE 268 -3966
Home of the five year warranty
Page 7
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Peking Talks Worry Soviets

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Robin Morgan

Battered Kids

A symposium on 11 The Battered
Child" will begin Feb, 23 through
Feb. 25 at the Sheraton Western
Skies,
The symposium will be held in
two identical sessions, with the
first running from 9 a.m. through
noon. The second will run from 1
p.m. Feb, 24, through 4 p.m. Feb,
25.

Robin Morgan will speak Feb.
23 at 8 p.m. in the anthropology
building, on "The Oppressed
Majority• The Way It Is."
Morgan is the authoress of
"Sisterhood is Powerful" and
"Their Own Country."

GSA
Recently elected officers of

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

WHERJ<;: Journalism Building. Ro11m
RAT'SS: 7c per worcl. 20 wor4 mini·
mu.m IU 401 per tlm~ run. If s.d i3 to
205, anernoons preferably or mall.
r\ln 1\ ve or more consecutive days \\;th
Clauifled Advertisln~
nQ changes the rs.te Is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
pf1r word and the minimum numbet of
Albu~juerque, :N,M, il7J,06
word$ to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In filii prior to Insertion of .advertisement

5)

PERSONALS

ll

UNCLE SAM'S 111 Harvs.rd, }lea coats
from $10 to 18.95, wol;'k &hirts $3, CPO
shirts ot~er places $14. alway1,1 $10. 2/28
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
MINDS. AGORA can listen to your
problems with an open mind and a dif·
ferent persp\!ctive. If Its a Uttlll problem, perhaps we can help you solve it
right away. If its a whopp!lr, we can
help you over the crisis and sugg~t
appropriate long term help, AGORA,
NW eorner Mesa Vista HaU, 277·3013.
Call or come sc.'U us. We are available
around the clock.
tfn
SHARE TO NASHVILLE, leaving 2/26.
Comfortable car. References exchanged.
~'11, 6:"{)~ Pl:!l·- ·.
2/24
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pa,nts, Jackets, bei!B, walle!B, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
{behind Trhmglc l3ar)
ttn

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Pair men's ~lasses with black
rims In black case near Yale pump
ntntlon. Identify at Rm 205 Journalism.

2/~
~A--:'"SMAL~::-L:::--:T:::::-E~R~R.-l~E"""R---P~U"""PP::-Y~.-26~0-:·5385
aCter G p.m.
2/29
01~ TOOLS on campus.
Identify, R.m_~~· Jot1"!,!alism. __2!JJ
LOST-SANS AND STRIEFFE SLIDE
RULE in M.E. Bulldln~. Reward 2?7·
lifi54.
2/28

FOUND-SET

SERVICES

3)

STUDY ESPERANTO, the lntematlonal
langun(l'e, ln Portland !or credit, tbb
12·28 July: then attend International
F:~vernnto Conr:reJs here 29 July to 5
Augll!)t. A unique opportunity tt• lt>l\fn
thill beautiful Jangt~nr:e. Information:
Summer Sronlona, ·university of Portland, Pbrtltmd, Oregon. D7203.
2/!lB
WATERBED . Pin.iPING IWaconable.
Anytime. Call Kcilh, 243·4871 or Brian,
25G·218G.
2/28
WOMEN: TliE WOMEN'S CENTER IS
OPEN FOit YOU. There 13 Jlternturc,
eoftcc nnd coumcllnsr. Como by and sro
whnt.'o happening. 1UG9 Me:~a Vbtu, 277·
_3l~~.
2/!8
DON'T JUST STAND TllEREJ Do .somethim~ 1 llclp our ntudcnta by tutoring
bl'I.'Jli! nubjcct:J 2 hours n week. We- need
you. ISltAD llanlc l:ducntion, ~moo Cell•
trnl SE, 271·3GU, .
..
2/24
DIWELOP SPUUTUJ\LLY AS WELL AS
ACAUI•:MICALLY. Attt>nd the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard NE. 2GG·
~12~3!2
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOG·
HAPIIY. Andrcll We:~t, 2f!Z.G894, 212(1
t•ASSPOR't, IMl.\fiGRATicm_=-l•'lCA'l'ION llhoto. I<'nc.ti illexttenntvc,
pf!.Ming. Nrnr UNM. C'n I 2GG·244<t otcomc to 1'117 Girnrd Blvd. NE.
1/28

Mountaineering Club
The Mountaineering Club will
hold a meeting Feb. 23 at 7:30
p.m. in the Union.
~F{%':ZZWZ~m:r,;;nt&'l%r'ZtiWZ!fMIT1Wt2mi&:F

Calling U t1l~f

FORSALE

1069 TRWMPH QT6, Plus White, tinted
gla.~s, Michelin Radinls, low mileage, llk~
new, interior in good condition ll.ll Is the
engine, Good mlleage-22·30 mpg, Will
nccept reasonable offer. Call Ken at 243·
6.631 at worl< or 268·11547 at home aftet'
6 pm,
2/29
GIRL'S SCHWINN 5-speed bike, excellent
condition. $60, 268-6381.
2/24
ia12 :MOJAvE:· :MoToRcYcLE, 125
just had ses.t reuphollltered, good nm·
ning condition, will juclllde cn~Sh hel·
met, call 296·6691.
2/25
1968 VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK. $300
below book at $ll2G. Call 266·0177. 2/29
40 ACRES, secluded, 25 mi. from TaOI!.
$5,000. Also 10 acre plots. Will provide
transPortation to view land. C11.ll Kim,
265-1938.
2/29
H168 VOLKSWAGEN Squatebs.ck. Totally
excellent. Needs no work. $1295.00. 842·
0323.
2/24

'7c'.

'PEKING GLASS BEADS ftom China,
Abalone and coral beads, The Bead
Shaman.
2/22
HAND CARVED Camelbone beads from
India, Heal bone lndian halrplpes. 'fhe
B~,>ad Shaman, 40llJ San Fillpe NW, Old
_].'own, ~4Z..liU~Ii, J.i. w l> !lui~.
:.-::::
HAND·MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cuatom. Ueasonabh: price. EJCperlencro, 2826894.
2/29
MASTERPLOTB-lli volume set with
y ear boo k a $40: ENCYCLOPEDIA
AMERICANA-$160, Excellent tondl·
tlcm, 346·2308.
2/24

6)

1

GSA will be sworn in tonight in
room 2310-E of the Union at
7:30p.m.
Officers to b~ sworn in will be
newly elected GSA President Ray
Schowers and Vice President Jim
O'Neil,
Schowe:rs will present a speec;h
to th~ GSAC concerning his plaps
for the coming term, as will
O'Neil.
The only other business on the
ag~nda will be legislation from
various committees requiring
action by the GSAO.

li1

k:]

.
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INGMAR BERGMAN'S
"Its amorous incidents are spicy in a
thoroughly tasteful and elegant way,
and its philosophical conclusions are
made aftrflctive with the most redolent
of intellectual herbs." -Crowlher, t-1 Y. Times

r••"~
5 Makers of-Hand Made
~
Indian Jewelry

:

¥
: ...............................................5e
5

OlDTOWN

EMPLOYMENT

IN ALASKA" available now, This
dcsc~lbea summer and career
opportunltii!J, eo\'l.!ra all fldWI; c&ualiflcatlons, .employers. Plan YOUU adventmel
$3,00, JIA, Box lGGG, Anchorage, IJOGOl.

lmndbook

2/28

OVEitSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
AU:Jtralla, Europe, S. Amerka, ACriC'a,
etc, AU vro!C38ions and oceupations,
$100 to $3 0000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, air.bteeelns:r. Free Jnrormation
-wl'ite, JO!IS OVERSEAS, t>cvt. K9,
Dox 1G01l. San Dlct;o, CA !12115. 2/2!!

the Moscow visit.
Short of outright failure .of the
Peking talks between Nixon and
the Chinese leadership, it will be
hard to convince the Kremlin that
the whole exerci$e is not to prove
unfavorable and even dangerous,
to Russia, diplomatic reports said.
The Russian public has been
told virtually nothing about the
details of the Peking
developments but every move is
being followed closely by Moscow.
As Soviet and east European
diplomats are practically isolated
in Peking, Moscow is relying
largely on western reports of the
President's activities, and so far
what they have seen anti heard is
not to their liking, sources said.

Campus Safety; Union, room
231D-E; 8 a.m.
Women's Coordinating Ccnillr;
Union, room 250·C: 10:30 a.m.
Union Board; Union, room 230; 4
p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union, room
250A·E; 7 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union, room 231-B\
7:30p.m,
Delta Sigma Pi; Unlon, room 230~
7:30p.m.
GSA: Union, toom 129; 7:30 p.m.
GSA: Union, room 23l·D; 7:30p.m.
Mountaineering Club: Union, room
231·E: 7:30 p,m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union. room 253;
Sp,m.

4 ·JOBS

SEAMSTRESS TO SEW CURTAINS AND
SLll'COVEilS; Sew In her epareUme.
call 260-2616 a!tc:r ll:OO p.m.
2/28

LONDON (UPI) - The meeting
between Presiclcnt Nixon and
Chairman Mao Tse·Tung
apparently has heightened Soviet
suspicions of a Sino-American
move toward a joint anti·Soviet
policy, diplomatic reports from
Moscow said Tuesday.
Sovi~t policy makers have been
shaken· by the first part of
President Nixon's Peklng talks and
are preparing a broad anti·China
campaign, the reports said,
The outcome of the Peking
summit meeting will influence the
scheduled meeting between Soviet
leaders and President Nixon in
Moscow next May. Communist
diplomats have begun to warn of
the possibUity of cancellation of

Repair & ~taintcnancc
on aU foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s
838 Wvominst Blvd. ::"'E
265·5901
Prcc Estimates

't-;.

~ 111i!etola
SUMMER NIGHT~
M;t·
written and direcfed by lngmar Sergmon

lAl~'L~J2~J§sHJJ9P.MHILAND
ALL SEA1S tt.SO

--

miJNTI.

Gitou'PTAos sKI TRiPs. $ar;.oo .~.;;tud;.J
lodgln~t,

G40ti.

tranopottat!on & discounts. 282·
3/()

4> FOH HEN'f
~-

WAN'fED: Frmn1(' roommate w ahnro
lnr.:c nt•t, $~2 monlhh'•, utilitit.:J paid. 2
mii!'J f'rom ~mvUJ. ('all l!43·0UG. Z.!l!S

5TF0rt

SALE~

··~-

-

--·-~

l'ANNi: VBI.Vl~T dre.::e:; brantl new I
ldY.Cf than 1 .! prite. T1m l!AG SHOI'l'l-~.
!'tf'!l S:1n Mnt<'o NE neat Indian School
ncad. 10 (l.I'II.·& p.m. wcd:da~-a. bat. 111·
1).

2/28

.TtJST
ltECE1Vt~ii..-to72 model Sillid sblte
stcrro component systctn, romplefe >'I-WI
Al\l·I•'M, FM-ntcrro rndio, ot~rro c11S3elte
rf.'t'order nnd playel' complete wilb rnieto•
phone, lncludro deluxe nsn teeord
rhnnl!er tor only $249,9G. Cash or tenus.
UNITED FitElGli'l' SALES 3020 San
1\tnteo Nfo~. Open aevcn days a week. tfn

DEAL
STUDEN~· TO STUOENT~
40%-Dinmonds .nnd custom band!!.

Chnrlic Rome~344·G349.
4/9
TilE LEATitERnACK~TuRTLE ••• ·ro~
organic hnberdMhcr hM panta that fti
where others leave olt, Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vls(a NE. (Bclllnd the Tdangre
nar).
tfrt
NEW 1!171 SINGER SEWING JII.A.
CHIN.ES equipped to do most any•
thing, $49,96. Cub or Termtl. Opel\ 7
tlny!l a week. United Fr~ight Sale!!, 3920
Snn Ml\tro NE.
trn
AI~niCAN 'l'RADE DEAI:>S. Where else?
The nend Shnman.
2/22
DlNINtl 'rAnr.E, 4 ~hnlrs. l'!xcellent ~~ndltion, $41!. Phone 251!-3403.
2/23

PHOTOGRAPH1CSt1Pl'LlES. . !:itud~~t

discount on ~.Jvetythfng In store. Dllrk•
rootn aupplle~~, 1\lm, ehemlcnls, nrocesg..
ing. Southertt El<t!OI!Uttl lTD. 2318 Cen~
trnl, Mross !tom Ynlll PAI'k.
ttn
30 USED rotiiAiii£ TV's, $30·$60. 441
Wyo~ltt_g NE. 2/iCi·ll981,
6/2
I!JGO YAl\lAltA 80ee. street bike llxcellent
condition, $200, cnll 2GG·7038.
2/2G

JIAND·MAi)E . -Mit.tEFIORE

lo' n 0 M V E N I C E, Oonke)'
!rom l'e!'llla. The Dead Sh.nman.

Pnge 8

nEADS
beads
2/22

Having 1"rouhle Writing Home?
IIave the Lobo Do It For You!

DUSTIN

HDFFMAN

One Tear -- $7 .oo
All you need to do to hn"e the LOBO mailed to your home is
send S7.00 to! LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20~ University of New
Mexico, AJbuquerque;- New Mexico, 87106 ot come by the
office, Joumalism buildingt room 205 at the cornt"r of Central
andYnle.

Speclltl Notice: "Straw Oogs" unfeashes such dramatic
Intensity that this theatre Is scheduling a 5-mlnute
lnterv~l between ell performances.

NEW ME.."'{ICO tono

